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Abstract
1

Research on information embedding and particularly information hiding techniques has received considerable

attention within the last years due to its potential application in multimedia security. Digital watermarking, which
is an information hiding technique where the embedded information is robust against malicious or accidental attacks, might offer new possibilities to enforce the copyrights of multimedia data. In this article, the specific case of
information embedding into independent identically distributed (IID) data and attacks by additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) is considered. The original data is not available to the decoder. For Gaussian data, Costa proposed already in 1983 a scheme that theoretically achieves the capacity of this communication scenario. However,
Costa’s scheme is not practical. Thus, several research groups have proposed suboptimal practical communication
schemes based on Costa’s idea. The goal of this artical is to give a complete performance analysis of the scalar
Costa scheme (SCS) which is a suboptimal technique using scalar embedding and reception functions. Information
theoretic bounds and simulation results with state-of-the-art coding techniques are compared. Further, reception
after amplitude scaling attacks and the invertibility of SCS embedding are investigated.
Keywords
Information embedding, communication with side-information, blind digital watermarking, scalar Costa scheme

I. I NTRODUCTION
ESEARCH on information embedding has gained substantial attention during the last years. This
is mainly due to the increased interest in digital watermarking technology which potentially can
solve copyright infringements and data integrity disputes. Digital watermarking is considered as the imperceptible, robust, secure communication of information by embedding it in and retrieving it from other
digital data. The basic idea is that the embedded information – the watermark message – travels with the
multimedia data wherever the watermarked data goes. Over the last years, many different watermarking
schemes for a large variety of data types have been developed. Most of the work considers still image
submitted to: IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, Special Issue on: Signal Processing for Data Hiding in Digital Media
& Secure Content Delivery
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data, but watermarking of audio and video data is popular as well. Theoretical limits of digital watermarking have been investigated since about 1999 [1], [2], [3]. In general, watermark embedding techniques
and attacks against watermarks have to be designed specifically for certain host data types. A particularly
interesting case is that of independent identically distributed (IID) host data and attacks by additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN). The analysis of more complicated scenarios can often be ascribed to this special
case [4], [5], [6].
In this paper, we focus on information embedding into IID host data facing AWGN attacks. Throughout the paper, we denote the investigated scenario as a watermarking scenario. However, it should be
emphasized that AWGN is not the optimum attack against embedded watermarks for all types of host
data. Thus, information embedding might be a more correct term than digital watermarking, since the
robustness requirement is weakenend to robustness against AWGN. We further constrain the discussion
to blind reception, meaning that the decoder has no access to the original data.



 

Fig. 1 depicts a block diagram of the considered blind watermarking scenario. A watermark message

   



is embedded into IID original data
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Fig. 1. Blind watermark communication facing an AWGN attack

Watermark communication as shown in Fig. 1 can be considered as communication with side-information
at the encoder. This has been first realized in 1999 by Chen and Wornell [7] and Cox, Miller and McK-
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ellips [8]. Chen and Wornell introduced an important but almost forgotten paper by Costa into the watermarking community. Costa [9] showed theoretically that the channel capacity for the communication
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scenario depicted in Fig. 1 with an IID Gaussian host signal

independent of

 

is

(1)

. The suffix “ICS” stands for ideal Costa scheme, and is used here to distinguish the
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theoretical performance limit from that of suboptimal schemes discussed below. The performance of ICS
depends solely on the watermark-to-noise power ratio
surprising since it shows that the original data





. The result (1) is

need not be considered as interference at the decoder

although the decoder does not know . Costa presents a theoretic scheme which involves a random
codebook

where
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are realizations of two

-dimensional independent random processes

Gaussian probability density function (PDF).
the

 

h

is the total number of codebook entries and

mOQ

and

"

(2)
with

denotes

-dimensional identity matrix. For secure watermarking, the codebook choice must be dependent

on a key

. There exists at least one such codebook such that for

Note that the optimum choice of the parameter

depends on the

the capacity (1) is achieved.

and is given by
(3)

The ideal Costa scheme (ICS) is not practical due to the involved huge random codebook. Therefore,
several suboptimal implementations of ICS have been proposed since 1999. A natural simplification
of ICS is the usage of a structured codebook

NPORQ

, which in the most simple case can be constructed

by a concatenation of scalar uniform quantizers. This approach, constrained to a sample-wise (scalar)
embedding and extraction rule, is denoted in this article as scalar Costa scheme (SCS). The accurate and
complete performance analysis of SCS is the main topic of this paper.
Before discussing SCS, we give a brief review of related research on the implementation of Costa’s

 b  

scheme. Chen and Wornell developed in 1998 quantization index modulation (QIM) which provides
good performance for low channel noise, but is not robust for channel conditions with

[10],

[1]. In 1999, they improved the QIM idea using Costa’s approach and named the new scheme QIM with
distortion compensation (DC-QIM) [11]. Most of the work of Chen and Wornell concentrates on high
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dimensional embedding techniques where the dimensionality tends to infinity. This approach enables the
analytical derivation of performance bounds. However, little is said about the performance of currently
implementable schemes. Further, simulation results using state-of-the-art channel coding techniques are
not provided. Chen and Wornell also discuss a simplification of DC-QIM where the indexed quantizers
are derived via dithered prototype quantizes. This technique is investigated particularly for the case of
uniform scalar prototype quantizers, which is denoted as distortion compensated dither modulaton (DCDM). Chen and Wornell present a coarse performance analysis of DC-DM that is based on minimumdistance arguments and the variances of the watermark and the attack noise. However, the specific shape
of the involved PDFs of the transmitted and received signals are not modelled accurately so that tight
performance limits cannot be computed.
Ramkumar and Akansu [12], [13], [14], [15], [16] propose a blind watermarking technique based on
periodic embedding and reception functions for self-noise suppression (host signal interference reduction). In particular low dimensional versions of this approach, e.g., with scalar embedding and reception
functions, are closely related to suboptimal implementations of Costa’s scheme. Ramkumar and Akansu
consider during their analysis a proper modelling of the PDFs of the transmitted signals. However, their
analysis of the receiver performance involves approximations that are only valid if adjacent codebook
entries for identical messages are far from each other. This assumption is not valid for a large range
of practically relevant

:Y;>=
:<;r=

s. Further, Ramkumar and Akansu present a capacity analysis based on an

equivalent noise variance derived from the PDFs of the transmitted signal. This analysis is a good approximation only for low

s. For high

:Y;>=

s, evaluation of the presented capacity formula results

in values above the Shannon limit. Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that certain versions of the
technique proposed by Ramkumar and Akansu show good performance particularly for very low
SCS outperforms their approach in the range of typical

:<;>=

:<;>=

s.

s only slightly [17].

Chou et al. [18] exploit the duality of communication with side-information at the encoder to source
coding with side-information at the decoder to derive a watermarking scheme based on trellis-coded
quantization. This work can be considered as an extension of the research on practical implementations
of Costa’s scheme in the direction of high dimensional embedding and reception rules. However, research
in this direction is difficult and little progress has been made within the last years. Up to now, performance
results that are better than the theoretical capacity limit of ST-SCS propose (see Sec. V) have not been
published. Latest results by Chou et al. [19] show at least a slight improvement of turbo coded trellisbased constructions over simple SCS communication using coded modulation techniques. Note also that
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SCS communication might still remain attractive due to its simplicity even if superior performance of
high dimensional embedding techniques can be shown in future.
Note also that principles of Costa’s work on communication with side information have recently gained
some attention within multiuser communications [20], [21], [22].
The goal of this paper is to summarize theoretical and experimental results on the performance of
the practical SCS embedding and reception technique. An accurate performance analysis is based on
properly derived PDFs of the transmitted and received data. Further, a comparison of the performance of
state-of-the art coding techniques with theoretical performance limits is given. In Sec. II, SCS is derived
formally and the encoding and decoding process is outlined. Theoretical performance limits of SCS are
derived in Sec. III. Experimental results for SCS communication at high rates (low noise power) are given
in Sec. IV. Sec. V discusses SCS communication at low rates, which is particularly important for robust
digital watermarking. Sec. VI discusses the important extension of the AWGN attack to an attack with
additional amplitude scaling. An efficient algorithm for the estimation of such amplitude scaling attacks
is presented. Finally, the invertibility of SCS watermark embedding is investigated in Sec. VII, which is
of interest if the distortion introduced by watermark embedding should be reduced or even removed by
the legal user of a watermarked document.
II. S CALAR C OSTA S CHEME
For a practical implementation of Costa’s scheme, the usage of a suboptimal, structured codebook is
proposed, while leaving the main concept of Costa’s scheme unchanged. Besides being practical, the

 E H

developed scheme is independent from the data distribution. This property can be achieved for a properly

     8  

chosen embedding key sequence



[5], [6]. When no key is used, a reasonably smooth PDF

must be assumed. To obtain a codebook with a simple structure,

product codebook of dithered uniform scalar quantizers, which is equivalent to an

N OQ


and

is chosen to be a
-dimensional cubic

lattice [23].
A. SCS Encoder
First, the watermark message
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sequence of watermark letters
.
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. The elements
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-ary signaling denotes SCS watermarking with an alphabet

In many practical cases, binary SCS watermarking (
Second, the

is a binary representation of

-dimensional codebook

 
 ]  ]



, is encoded into a
-ary alphabet
of size

.

) will be used.

of Costa’s scheme is structured as a product codebook
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codebooks are identical. For

one-dimensional component codebooks

-ary signaling, the component codebook

6

, where all component



must be separated into

distinct parts so that

The codebook
size

(4)

is chosen to be equivalent to the representatives of a scalar uniform quantizer with step

, which is formally denoted as

(5)

enumerates all quantizer representatives of a prototype scalar quantizer with step size

duces a shift of the prototype quantizer. The th sub-codebook of

[7

, and



intro-

is given by
(6)

so that each sub-codebook is equivalent to the representatives of a scalar uniform quantizer with step size
.

A simple and efficient encryption method for the SCS codebook is the derivation of a cryptographically
from the watermark key

secure pseudo-random sequence

, with

, and the modification of

each component codebook so that
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Without knowing , it is practically impossible to reconstruct the codebook

(7)
used for watermark

embedding. Note that the presented encryption does not modify any codebook properties being important

ET C 8 H

for communication reliability, e.g., the distance between different codebook entries.
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For a Costa-type embedding of the watermark letters

a jointly typical pair

which is equivalent to finding a sequence

This search can be considered also as quantization of

has to be found,



which is nearly orthogonal to .

with an

quantizer representative is derived from the codebook entries

-dimensional quantizer, where each
via

. We propose a scheme in

that this process is reduced to the sample-wise operation

(8)
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where

denotes scalar uniform quantization with step size
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sequence is given by

and the watermarked data is



7

. Finally, the transmitted watermark

(9)

(10)
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A block diagram of the presented watermark embedding scheme is depicted in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows
. The embedding of

an example input-output characteristic for
subtractive dithered quantization, where

is the dither sequence and

the uniform scalar quantizer. Note that the quantization error



the quantizer input

© 

can be expressed as

and thus also

is the step size of

, is almost orthogonal to

for an almost uniform original data PDF in the range of one quantization bin. For



the given codebook encryption by a uniformly distributed key sequence , it can even be shown [24], [25]
that

and

µy¶ F·    G +  -

are statistically independent from , as it is in Costa’s ideal scheme. Further, the power of

the quantization error is always E



for the given distribution of the key sequence.

SCS embedding depends on two parameters: the quantizer step size
given watermark power

Costa [9] determined
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and the scale factor . For a

, these parameters are related by

[

E

(11)

, as defined in (3), to be the optimum value of

[

for the codebook (2). For a

suboptimal codebook, e.g., the product codebook of scalar uniform quantizers used in SCS, the optimum
value of

[

can be different. However, no analytical solution has been found yet. In Sec. III-C, the

optimum value for

[

in SCS depending on the

:<;r=

is computed numerically.

B. SCS Decoder
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SCS decoding is very similar to the decoding process in ICS, except that the product codebook
, with

 4 4
 4
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as in (7), is used. Treating this codebook as a quantizer,

the decoder acts as if it quantizes the received data
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to the closest codebook entry. From

this view of the decoding process, a sound interpretation of the encoding process results: The encoder
perturbs the original data

by

to form the transmitted data

so that, with high probability,



will fall into the correctly indexed quantization bin. Simple hard-decision decoding of the th watermark
letter

F

is achieved by scalar quantization of

with

.
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In general, the decoding reliability can be improved by decoding an entire watermark letter sequence ,
where the known encoding of

#

into



estimate the most likely watermark message
to efficiently estimate

. First, data

#

can be exploited to estimate the most likely , or equivalently, to

Ò

. The simple codebook structure of SCS can be exploited



is extracted from the received data . This extraction process

operates sample-wise, where the extraction rule for the th element is
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For binary SCS,
for

Ó

, where

should be close to zero if

F  ?

9

was transmitted, and close to



. Second, depending on the type of error correction encoding of , soft-input decoding

#

algorithms, e.g. a Viterbi decoder for convolutional codes, can be used to decode from
transmitted watermark message

Ò

the most likely

.

C. Quantization Index Modulation and Dither Modulation

[  +

Quantization index modulation (QIM), as described in [10], [26] is a special case of Costa’s scheme,
where

 :Y/ ;>= 

regardless of the

tends to infinity. However, for

. As a result, QIM can achieve the capacity of ICS as the

:<;r=

which is relevant in watermarking applications, reliable commu-

nication is difficult since the quantizer cells are too small. Dither modulation (DM) with scalar prototype
quantizers, as described in [10], [26], relates to a general QIM scheme like SCS relates to an ideal Costa

[  +

scheme. Note that throughout this paper DM is always considered to operate with uniform scalar prototype quantizers. Then, DM can be considered a special case of SCS, where

:<;r=

. Since

[

is optimized in SCS for each

:Y;>=

regardless of the

(see Sec. III-C), SCS can never perform worse than

DM. In [11], [27], Chen and Wornell discuss the extension of QIM using Costa’s ideas, and denote the
derived scheme as QIM with distortion compensation which is basically Costa’s scheme described in a
different way.
III. T HEORETICAL P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
The performance loss of SCS compared to ICS, and a performance comparison of SCS and DM is of
interest. Further, the optimization of the parameter

[

in SCS is desired. Performance is considered in

terms of the watermark capacity of the specific schemes in case of an AWGN attack. The basis for an
accurate performance evaluation are stochastic models for the watermarked data
data

Ò



and for the extracted

. With these stochastic models, the capacities of SCS and DM in case of AWGN attacks are

[

computed. The capacity computation for SCS involves the optimization of the parameter .
A. Distribution of Watermarked Data
Due to the simple codebook structure in SCS and DM, the sample-wise embedding and extraction

|Ø E  H
|Ø E  ]  8  H



×

procedure, and the IID original data, can be considered a realization of an IID stochastic process with
the PDF
PDFs

`

. For performance evaluation of the considered watermarking schemes, the conditional
for all

key hides any structure of the watermarked data. For simplicity,



 ?

are required. Conditioning on the key

is necessary since otherwise the
is assumed for the presented
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illustrations.
SCS and DM are based on uniform scalar quantization with step size



. It is assumed that the host data

is almost uniformly distributed over the range of several quantizer bins. This assumption is reasonable in

    

most watermarking applications, where the host-data power is much stronger than the watermark power
(

). Note that the introduced assumptions may no longer be valid in case of SCS embedding

for strong attacks since



accurately model the PDF
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might become quite large. For the following analysis it is not necessary to
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for all possible values of . It is sufficient to have an accurate model

for in the range of several quantizer bins. Thus, for mathematical convenience,
periodic with period



.

With the introduced assumptions, the shape of one period of

is considered

, denoted by

,

can be easily derived from the embedding rules for SCS and DM:
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(14)

denotes the Dirac impulse and the rectangular signal is

for

. The PDFs

, that is

are almost identical to

for both watermarking schemes.

S?8+g
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for

) for both considered schemes. Note that
and that the choice of



except for a shift by

(15)

Fig. 4 depicts qualitatively the PDFs of the transmitted value

low

and

in case of binary signaling (

and

may even overlap for

can be quite different for both schemes which is not reflected in Fig. 4.

B. Distribution of Extracted Received Data
In this article, attacks by AWGN independent from the original data and the watermark signal are

 Eçæ H

å

considered. Thus, the PDF of the received data is given by the convolution of the PDF of the transmitted

×

data and the PDF

é

of the additive channel noise:
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where ‘ ’ denotes convolution. (17) is valid for
is periodic with period

,

is also periodic with period

(16)
(17)

. Since it is assumed that
. One such period of
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is identical (except for a normalization factor) to the PDF
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extraction with the correct key is assumed. A simple analytical expression for
Thus,

Gaussian PDF

 Eçæ H
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û

of the extracted data , where
is not known.

is computed numerically as described in [5], [6], [17]. Note that even for DM and a
the PDF of the received value will not be exactly Gaussian. Periodically overlapping

Gaussian PDFs have to be considered due to the multiple representation of the watermark letters.

 ?
Ó
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The upper plot of Fig. 5 depicts one period of the PDF of the watermarked elements
the transmitted watermark letter , and
of the extracted received elements
receiver, the distribution of



conditioned on

for binary SCS. The lower plot shows the respective PDFs

after an AWGN attack. In case of using an incorrect key



at the

will be uniform for any possible received signal. This is indicated by

the dotted line in the lower plot of Fig. 5.
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C. Capacity Computation and Optimum SCS Step Size
For the discrete memoryless channel, Gel’fand and Pinsker [28] and Heegard and El Gamal [29]
showed that, for communication with side information at the encoder, the capacity is given by

% 
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where the maximum is taken over all joint PDFs of the form

5 is an auxiliary random variable and
the received data

!

å

(18)
and where

denote the mutual information between 5 and

and

and the mutual information between 5 and the side information (the original data)

, respectively. At the encoder, a specific realization of 5 is chosen depending on the message



be transmitted and the side information
possible messages





to

available to the encoder. Appropriate realizations of 5 for all

and all possible side information



N

are listed in a codebook , which must be known
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to the encoder and decoder. (18) shows that the capacity of communication with side information at the
encoder is given by the difference of information that the codebook



N



gives about the received data

and about the side information . In general, maximization over all possible codebooks

N

and over all

corresponding embedding functions is required. Here, the capacity of the suboptimum schemes DM and
SCS is considered. SCS is constrained to a codebook based on scalar quantizers, which are parameterized
by

[

and



as shown in (5).

[

and



are related for fixed embedding distortion by (11). Thus, there is

only one free codebook parameter for fixed embedding distortion so that the capacity of SCS is given by

DM is a special case of SCS with

[ +
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so that the capacity of DM is directly given by
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The watermark message is encoded such that for each data element an alphabet
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of watermark letters is used, where each letter is equiprobable. Then the mutual information
given by [30]
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(21)

It can be observed that

is completely determined by the PDFs

and

as derived

in Sec. III-B for the case of AWGN attacks.

For SCS, it is not possible to compute the maximization over
and
20

are given numerically. Thus,

to 20

. The resulting values for

in (19) analytically since

is optimized numerically for

s in the range of -

are shown in Fig. 6 and corresponding values for

shown in Fig. 7. An approximative analytical expression for the optimum value of

are

has been derived

experimentally which is

(22)

This leads with (11) to

(23)

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show also the optimum value
sponding value for

when using

derived by Costa for ICS (see (3)) and the corre-

in SCS. It can be observed that

is almost identical to the
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for SCS in case of positive

for SCS. In this case,

10

:Y;>=

Ë

s. However, for negative

20

:Y;>= [ )&s (B*
s,

is too small

defined in (22) is a better approximation for the optimum value of

[

for SCS.
D. Capacity of SCS Watermarking facing AWGN attacks
Fig. 8 compares the capacities of ICS, binary SCS, binary DM, and blind spread-spectrum (SS) watermarking for AWGN attacks. SCS watermarking does not achieve capacity, but is not too far from an ideal
scheme either. DM performs poorly for negative

:Y;>=

s, where the optimum value of

[

is significantly

smaller than 1.



The term spread-spectrum (SS) watermarking has been established in the watermarking community for







watermark embedding by the addition of a statistically independent pseudo-noise signal
which is derived from the watermark message

and the key

with power

. SS watermarking is one of the

ilk E ? 8  fH

first methods used for watermarking (e.g., [31], [32]) and is still the most popular one. For a Gaussian
original signal, AWGN attack, and for a Gaussian watermark signal U

the capacity of blind
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SS watermarking is given by the capacity of an AWGN channel [30], that is

 ¤     ¤   
¯_ :Y=  +@? 1. 02 ADC E  F G  7HbI JBK5L
_:<=  + JBK
â

Note that

and

(24)

within common watermarking scenarios. Thus, the performance of

blind SS watermarking facing an AWGN attack is mainly determined by the document-to-watermark
power ratio

. This shows that blind watermark reception suffers sig-

+@? JBK

nificantly from original signal interference. The depicted capacity of blind SS watermarking is for
. For weak to moderately strong attacks (i.e.,

:<;r=
:<;r=a`¹ + â JBK
:<;r=
:<;r=


s greater than about

) SCS

watermarking outperforms SS watermarking by far due to the data independent nature of SCS watermarking. However, Fig. 8 also reveals that for very strong attacks (

), blind SS is more

appropriate than SCS watermarking since here the attack distortion dominates possible interference from
the original signal. Note that ICS outperforms blind SS watermarking for all



s.

Fig. 8 shows also that the binary SCS capacity is limited for high

s due to the binary alphabet

of watermark letters. Increasing the size

enables higher capacities for

high

:Y;>=



of the signaling alphabet

s as shown in Fig. 9. It can be observed that for very large signaling alphabets, the capacity
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% )& (* <: ;r=

of SCS approaches slowly the capacity of ICS, or equivalently,
(

) for high

:<;r=

% Ñ* (B* <: ;r=
(

) is slightly steeper than

s.
IV. H IGH -R ATE SCS C OMMUNICATION

High-rate SCS communication is of interest for scenarios with low attack noise, for instance, if infor-

 ? c´â

mation embedding into analog channels is desired [33], [27], [34]. Here, information embedding at rates

i

  -

bit/element is considered high-rate watermarking, since for these rates the capacity of binary

SCS is significantly lower than for

 ? c´³

that the size of the alphabet
equivalently

i





-ary signaling with

has a significant influence only for

bit/element.

 +
 +

Coded modulation techniques are used to combine
ing. Here, the performance of SCS at
techniques. As shown in Fig. 9, for

i

i



JK

, as shown in Fig. 9. It can be observed

:<;r=

s larger than about jlk

, or

-ary signaling with binary error-correction cod-

bit/element is investigated for different coded modulation
bit/element, m -ary signaling is as good as



-ary signaling
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m . Examples for k -ary and t -ary signaling are discussed here due to their efficient combination

with binary coding techniques. k -ary signaling is used for the classical trellis coded modulation with
convolutional codes (CC-TCM) as proposed by Ungerboeck [35]. t -ary signaling is used in combination with a new trellis coded modulation scheme with serial concatenated codes and iterative decoding
(SC-TCM). A detailed discussion of coded modulation is beyond the scope of this work. More details

 +
% *Ñ(B*

K = +@? wyx H

BJ K
:Y;>= { z c m JBK
:Y;>|= j

on these specific coded modulation schemes are given in [4], [5]. The main goal is to demonstrate that,
with

i

bit/element, low bit-error rates (vu w`

K =

.

Bit-error rates (vu

c JBK
:<;r=

The best performance for

t m

+@? wyx
Kvu =a` +@? wyx

s) around

can be achieved within 1.6

are achieved by CC-TCM and SC-TCM for

of the capacity

.

was achieved by SC-TCM, with a minimum required

. However, note that the computational complexity of ST-TCM and the codeword length (10,000

K = Ô @+ ? wyx

information bits) is also quite large compared to CC-TCM. Fig. 10 compares the measured minimum
for achieving u

SCS with

i

 +

:Y;>=  ³RcON JK

with SC-TCM and CC-TCM with the capacity of SCS and ICS. Ideally,

bit/element is possible for

. Thus, the discussed coded modulation
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of an optimal coding scheme for SCS. The distance to ICS is about

V. L OW-R ATE SCS C OMMUNICATION

JBK

In most watermarking applications, the attack distortion can be at least as large as the watermark
embedding distortion. For the case of AWGN attacks, this means that a

:<;>=

of about 0

or less must

be considered. For these distortion levels, reliable watermark communication can be achieved only at low
rates.



  

Binary SCS is sufficient for low-rate watermarking. Thus, the watermark message
binary sequence , has to be encoded into a sequence 

. In

has to be embedded redundantly into

the original data . Different methods for the redundant embedding of
performance for an AWGN attack is compared.



F ^` S ? 8 + g

, represented by a

of binary watermark letters

order to achieve communication with low error rates, each bit of







are investigated below, and their
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A. Repetition Coding and Spread Transform
The simplest approach for the redundant embedding of the information bits





into the original data



is

the repeated embedding of each bit. An alternative approach for redundant embedding of the information
bits

into the original data



is the spread-transform (ST) technique as proposed in [7]. We found that

repetition coding with SCS performs worse than ST with SCS (ST-SCS) which is not obvious at the first
glance. Here, we illustrate the reason for this result.
Let  denote the repetition factor for SCS with repetition coding, e.g., one information bit is embedded
into  consecutive data elements. However, instead of deciding for each extracted value
mitted watermark letter

F

Ó

Ó

what trans-

is most likely, the decoder can directly estimate the most likely transmitted

watermark information bit from  consecutive extracted values

[4], [5].

Spread transform watermarking has been proposed by Chen and Wornell [7]. A detailed description of

*

this technique can be found in [7], [4], [5]. Here, we focus on the general principle. In ST watermarking,



the watermark is not directly embedded into the original signal , but into the projection



of



onto

* 

a random sequence  . Note that the term “transform”, as introduced by Chen and Wornell, is somewhat
misleading since ST watermarking is mainly a pseudo-random selection of a signal component

to

be watermarked. All signal components orthogonal to the spreading vector  remain unmodified. Let 

*

denote the spreading factor, meaning the number of consecutive original data elements



one element $ .





belonging to

For watermark detection, the received data is projected onto  , too. The basic idea behind ST watermarking is that any component of the channel noise



that is orthogonal to the spreading vector  does

not impair watermark detection. Thus, an attacker, not knowing the exact spreading direction  , has to
introduce much larger distortions to impair a ST watermark as strong as a watermark embedded directly



:<;r=
:Y;>=  :<;>= A 4<+@? .102 ADC  c

into . For an AWGN attack, the effective

after ST with spreading factor  is given by
(25)

JBK
 +

Thus, doubling the spreading length  gives an additional power advantage of 3
the ST domain. However, note that repetition coding and ST with 

 +

and 

for the watermark in
, respectively, achieve

more robustness against attack noise at the cost of a reduced watermark rate. For a fair comparison of



SCS with repetition coding and ST-SCS the watermark rate of both schemes should be equal, i.e. the
repetition factor and the spreading factor should be equal (

K =

The vu

 ).

s for SCS with repetition coding and ST-SCS after an AWGN attack have been measured for

 - 8k 8t
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s. Fig. 11 shows simulation results for 

K =

that ST-SCS yields significantly lower vu
rate. The predicted
However, the

:<;r=

:<;r=

gain of 3

JBK

and 

 - 8k 8t

20

. It has been observed

s than SCS with repetition coding at the same watermarking

 -

for the same decoding reliability by doubling  can be observed.

gain for SCS with repetition coding is less than 3

JBK

effect can be explained by examining the specific structure of the codebook

N

when 

. The observed

in SCS.
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for SCS with repetition coding and ST-SCS watermarking. For identical watermarking rates ( =  ),

ST-SCS yields lower error rates than SCS with repetition coding.

The multiple representations of a single watermark letter  by several points in the signaling space
lead to many nearest neighbors which can lead to decoding errors. Fig. 12 shows a section of the twodimensional PDFs of pairs of received data elements  in the case of an information bit  $= for SCS
with repetition coding with ¡ £¢ ; bright areas indicate high probabilities. The key sequence ¤ has been
set to zero for illustration purposes. The circles and crosses depict the codebook entries corresponding to
a transmitted watermark bit  $ ¥ and  ' §¦ , respectively. Each circle is surrounded by four nearby
crosses. Fig. 13 shows the corresponding two-dimensional PDFs in the case of ST-SCS with ¨ =¢ , where
the spreading direction © was chosen to be the main diagonal. Obviously, any noise that is orthogonal to
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© does not affect the decision whether the transmitted bit was 0 or 1. Further, each circle is surrounded
only by two crosses. Thus, the probability that AWGN pushes watermarked data into the area where a
decoding error occurs is lower for ST-SCS than for SCS with repetition coding.
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Fig. 13. Reception statistics for ST-SCS with °®¯ .

coding with [®¯ .

Please note that the advantage of ST-SCS over SCS with repetition coding is only possible if the
spreading direction © is not known to an attacker. Otherwise, an attacker would place all the noise in the
direction © and the ±=²´³ -advantage vanishes. Further, ST-SCS watermarking with large spreading factors ¨ might be impractical since perfect synchronization of the complete spreading vector © is necessary.
In contrast, decoding in the case of SCS with repetition coding is possible when only some of the watermarked data elements are synchronized. Another potential problem with large spreading factors ¨ is that
the original-data power in the ST domain might become so low that the assumption that the original data
is approximately uniformly distributed in the range of one quantizer cell no longer holds; this assumption
is used in quantization based watermarking schemes like SCS and DM. As a consequence, the power of
the watermark can no longer be predicted by µ·¶¸ ¦¢ . However, this problem can be avoided by using a
key sequence ¤ (Sec. II) that acts as a dither sequence that ensures a quantization noise power of µ·¶¸ ¦¢ .
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B. Capacity of ST-Watermarking and Optimal Spreading Factor
ST-SCS watermarking should be considered a different suboptimal approach to implement a transmission scheme with side information at the encoder. Thus, the achievable rate of ST-SCS might be larger
than that of SCS. Note that ST-SCS can never perform worse than SCS since SCS is a special case of
ST-SCS with ¨ l¦ . The optimum choice of the spreading factor ¨ for attacks of differing noise powers
is investigated.
Let ¹»º¼:½ ¾À¿ ±=²´³ÂÁ denote the capacity of a specific watermarking scheme combined with a spread
transform with spreading factor ¨ for an AWGN attack with given ±Y²[³ . ¹"º¼Ã½ÅÄ4¿ ±=²´³ÂÁ is the capacity
of the respective scheme without ST. The performance of ST watermarking can be computed from that of
the respective scheme without ST by

¹ º¼Ã½ ¾ ¿ ±Y²[³ÂÁ 
with ±Y²[³ ¾ 

¹"º¼Ã½ÅÄ4¿ ±=²´³ ¾ Á
¨
Æ

(26)

±=²[³ÈÇ ¦@ÊÉÌË/Í ÄTÎ ¨ .

Applying the ST technique the capacity of SCS and DM watermarking can be improved for ±Y²[³ s
lower than a certain ±Y²[³ÏTÐPÑ Ò [4], [5]. For ±=²´³ÔÓÖÕ±Y²[³ÏTÐPÑ Ò the optimal spreading factor ¨ is 1, i.e. ST
does not provide an additional capacity gain. The capacity of the ideal scheme ICS can not be improved
by ST at all.
Fig. 14 shows the capacities of SCS, ST-SCS, DM, and ST-DM. Since the achievable rates for SCS and
DM watermarking are computed numerically, the corresponding ±=²´³´Ï×Ð Ñ Ò are also obtained numerically.
It can be found that for SCS, ±Y²[³ÏTÐPÑ Ò ½ ºJØyºÚÙ

8Û¦@ÜyÝ , and for DM, ±=²´³Ï×Ð Ñ Ò ½ ÞàßáÙãâ Ûåä8¦ÔÜ^Ý . Fig. 14
shows also that DM can be improved significantly for ±=²´³çæè±=²[³Ï×Ð Ñ Ò ½ Þàß , where for SCS only a
minor gain is accessible. Note that ST-DM performs worse than simple SCS for most practical ±=²[³ s.
Also, there is a constant gain of about ¦éÛåä[Ü^Ý for ST-SCS over ST-DM in the range of negative ±Y²[³ s.
C. SCS with State-of-the-Art Channel Coding
Repetition coding is known to be very inefficient. State-of-the-art error correction codes, e.g., turbo
codes [36], outperform repetition coding by far. Therefore, simulation results for SCS communication
using turbo coding are presented in Fig. 15.
Fig. 15 shows the minimum ±=²[³ê ÑÅë for which coded SCS watermarking gives Ývì ³

Ù

¦@Àíyî . It

can be observed that turbo-coded (TC) SCS performs indeed close to the capacity of SCS watermarking.
The coding results for the code rates ï[Ï ð¦ ¸ ¢ and ï´Ï ñ¦ ¸éò can be translated to lower watermark
rates ï

via ST watermarking, which is indicated by the straight lines. ST-SCS watermarking with a
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Fig. 14. Performance improvement by spread-transform watermarking.

code rate ï[Ï ô¦ ¸éò turbo code seems to be a very good choice for low-rate watermarking if any desired
ST length ¨ is applicable. Fig. 15 shows also that turbo-coded SCS combined with repetition coding
is less efficient than ST-SCS. Nevertheless, repetition coding might be useful in practice since it can be
implemented in a very flexible way. Any received data element  with embedded watermark bit  '
increases the estimation reliability for  õ $ , where for ST watermarking all data elements   required for

º¼

the computation of the projection  $ must be available to the receiver.
VI. SCS

STEP SIZE ESTIMATION

A practically important extension of the simple AWGN channel model considered so far is a possible
constant amplitude scaling and DC offset. Further, it might be of interest to adapt the SCS quantizer
step size µ

to the characteristics of the original data. In both cases, a blind receiver is confronted with

the difficulty of finding the proper quantizer step size for SCS reception. There exist several approaches
to combat this problem. The step size µ

could be related to some statistics of the original that can be

estimated robustly at the watermark decoder. A brute force approach would be to search for the valid step
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Reliable coded binary (ST-)SCS compared with theoretical limits. The measured points indicate the
for that a specific coding technique achieves 2

.

by attempting to decode iteratively a valid message with different possible step sizes. Finally, we

discuss here a specific step size estimation algorithm which is based on the analysis of histrograms of
received data ü with SCS watermarks [5], [37].
Fig. 16 depicts an extension of Fig. 1 where the attacker scales the watermarked data ý by þ (usually

þÚæ ¦ ) and introduces additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) ÿ , with 
ü  þÀý Ç ÿ  þà¿ ÚÇ ÁÃÇÈÿ Û
Ideally, the receiver knows þ and 

  Ò

 ¿  

Ò
Æ

¶ Á , that is
(27)

and thus compensates for the DC offset by subtracting  Ò and

compensates for scaling by division by þ (if þw
 ). We characterize the attack strength by the effective
watermark-to-noise power ratio ±=²´³

¥¦@ÊÉ Ë/Í ÄTÎ ¿Pþ ¶ ¶¸ ¶4Á Ü^Ý .

At the receiver, after compensation for þ and  Ò , the extraction rule (12) can be applied to the signal

ü . However, if no compensation for þ and   Ò is applied, the proper codebook for SCS watermark
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Fig. 16. Watermark communication facing an attack by amplitude scaling and AWGN with mean

reception is

Here, µ65 

 õ Ä ¿'&/^Á


þ8µ

(*)

,

Ç &2143µ65ÊÇ     Ò87 ,:9<; - =9?>A@ Û
/ 0
77
Æ
7
is the scaled quantizer step size which has to be used for SCS detection.


 ,+.- ÔÇ

!#"%$ .
(28)

We propose a technique for estimating the attack channel parameters þ and 

 Ò with the aid of a
B
of length H ÑED  Ò . Security is achieved again by embedding
the pilot dependent on a secure random key sequence ¤ , where &  9JI ¦ Á . Note that estimation of
Æ
µ 5  þÀµ is sufficient to enable SCS watermark reception. þ can be derived when µ is known to the

CB  F
securely embedded pilot sequence ÑED  Ò G

receiver.
The key idea behind our method for the estimation of µK5 and 
tograms of the received samples  

B
  ½ ÑED  Ò Û@Û@Û 

LNMO P Q%R í Ä6½ B ÑED  Ò Á

½ B ÑED  Ò

  Ò

is to analyze the 2-dimensional his-

B

and the corresponding key values & , where ü ÑED  Ò 

is the sequence of received samples with embedded pilot symbols

B
¿  ÎJ½ ÑED  Ò Û@Û@Û

SB ÑED  Ò J
 F

.

The suffix “pilot” is suppressed subsequently since only pilot samples are considered in this subsection.
Let TVUXWZYe¿  ^
& Á denote the 2-dimensional PDF of the received signal samples  and the corresponding

Æ

key values &  . Here, IID signals are considered so that the sample index

[

can be neglected in the

statistical analysis.

& Á , where incorrect keys and correct keys are assumed in the upFig. 17 shows examples for T\U]W^Y¿F ^
Æ

per and lower plot, respectively. Note that for illustration purposes the step size µK5 in this example is
relatively large compared to the host signal standard deviation

._ .

Without knowing the correct ¤ , no

structure in the watermarked signal is visible. The received PDF resembles basically the PDF of the host
data which is a Gaussian distribution in the given example. However, computing T\U]W^Yv¿  ^
& Á with the cor-

Æ

rect key & reveals the inherent structure in the data with embedded pilot samples. T\U]W^Y¿  ^
& Á shows stripes

Æ

of high probability. For fix & , the distance between the peaks of two adjacent stripes equals the step

size µ

5

 þÀµ (which gives µ

5

á¦@ in the shown example). This structure appears since the relevant

quantizer structure within SCS embedding is dithered by the product &µ .

& Á has to be estimated via a 2-dimensional histogram, which requires proper disIn practice, T\U]W^Y¿  ^
Æ
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acbZd eSf#!ghji , where the upper plot is valid for reception with an incorrect key and the

lower plot is valid for reception with the correct key. Bright areas indicate high probability.

& Á . We describe here an estimation algorithm based on Hlk ÑÅë!m different
cretization of the PDF variables ¿  ^
Æ

bins considered for the key value & . The one-dimensional conditional histograms of the samples  with
key &:9<npo are analyzed separately, where

nqo
The

Hlk ÑÅë!m



(

&K77 Hlk ÑÅë!mut &
77sr

æ

r

Ç ¦
Hvk ÑÅ!ë m

@

94w

for

¦ Û@Û@Û
Æ Æ
Æ

Hlk ÑÅëmyx 8¦ z

and Hvk ÑÅë!m Õ

¦éÛ

(29)

r
conditional histograms will show local maxima
with a relative distance of µK5 . The absolute

position of these maxima gives an estimate of 



Ò.

A. Parameter Estimation Based on Fourier Analysis

U ¿F|{ &}9<n~oÁ of the received pilot elements in
order to motivate the afterwards described estimation of    Ò . The model is motivated by the observation
that each PDF T U ¿F|{ &}9<npo Á shows local maxima with a distance of µK5 . Let T U ¿F,Á denote the PDF
of the received signal samples 4 . It can be assumed that T U ¿ ,Á reflects more or less the host signal
PDF (T U ¿ ,Á Ù T _ ¿ à
 Á ) if the embedding distortion and attack distortion is small relative to the host
We introduce a simple model for the conditional PDFs T
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signal power. An exact characterization of T

U ¿ .{ &}9?nqoàÁ
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is not necessary for our purpose. A sufficiently

accurate model is given by

T U ¿F|{ &}9<n~oÁ ÙJT  U ¿ |{ &<9?nqoàÁ


TU

x Î x lH ¢k ÑÅë!m +
¦ . The model parameters  Î and  r

¿ ,Á :
+ ¦ Ç Ëj+y¢ Î 

where  is an appropriate constant with

to the unknown parameters µK5

Ç
¢

¦

1y11
Æ

(30)

Î are directly related
æ æ
and  Ò .  Î determines the distance between two local maxima, and  Î

determines their absolute position. The exact relationship is given by



Î 

¦

µK5

and



Î 

¢

 Ò  ¢ Î   Ò Û

µK5

(31)

Fig. 18 depicts an example for the given model. The local maxima of the conditional PDFs T  U ¿ |{ &}9<npoàÁ
with a relative distance of µK5 R¦@ are clearly visible.
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Fig. 18. Total and conditional PDFs of the received pilot sequence.
distinguished. The example is for a Gaussian distribution of

The parameters  Î and



§

S¢¡ £¢¤"®¦¥

20

30

øù

ù

different ranges for the key are

, and for the parameters

¨©®

and

¢ª!#"%$®

.

Î of the model given in (30) have to be computed from the given conditional

U ¿ |{ &}9<npoàÁ and the given unconditional PDF T U ¿F,Á . Fourier analysis is appropriate for this task
since  Î and  Î are the frequency and a constant phase contribution of the cosine term in (30).
For the th conditional PDF, the normalized spectrum « o¬]® is defined as
( T  U ¿ .{ &}9?npo Á
(
¢
¦
r
«yoy¿  Á  ¯
Ç 116@
x
¦ @ °¯  Ëj+ ¢ Î  x Î x
+
T U ¿ ,Á
Hlk ÑÅë!m
¢
o

Á
Â
o

Á
Â

í¸·º¹ í,½¾ »%O¼ ¿À ¿ » ÁÄÃ2Å ¿  Î x  ÁÃÇ í í¸·ºJ¹ íÇ½¾ »%O ¼ ¿ÄÀ ¿ » ÁªÃNÅ ¿  Îr Ç  Á'È Û
(32)

¢²± ³µ´¶
³ ´Æ¶

PDFs T
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All Hlk ÑÅë!m spectra can be combined in an elegant way due to the systematically different phase at «oy¿  Î Á
and «oy¿

x  Î Á . The Hlk ÑÅë!m
spectrum « ¿  Á , that is

spectra «oy¿  Á are multiplied by

³µ´

½ ¾ »%O¼ ¿À o

prior to their summation to an overall

L ¾ É O ¿À í Ä
« ¿ Á 
« oy¿  Á ³ ´ ½ ¾ »%O¼ ¿À o  ËHl¢ k ÑÅë!m ³ í ´¶ ·.¹ Á ½ ¾ ¼ O ¿À Ã Å ¿  Î x  Á Û
(33)
oÊ Î
Thus, for the model given in (30), { « ¿  Á!{ has only one peak, which is located exactly at the frequency
 Î . Further,  Î  xÍÌÎ Í w « ¿  Î Á z x L ¾ Ï O ¿ÄÀ . Note that the multiplication by ³ ´ ½ ¾ »%O¼ ¿ÄÀ o is superior to a
½ ¾ »%O¼ ¿À o  which would correspond to a shift of the different conditional PDFs by ¾ o .
multiplication by
L O ¿ÄÀ
³µ´
In the latter case, the spectrum { « ¿  Á!{ would have another peak at   x  Î which increases the required
sampling interval for the numerical computation of the conditional PDFs.
The exact PDFs of the received signal do not fit exactly to the model given in (30). Further, in practice,
the PDFs T

U ¿ .{ &}9?n o

Á and T

U

is obtained from histograms with
on these histograms,

«yoy¿ 

B

¿ ,Á can be only estimated from the H ÑED  Ò pilot samples ü . This estimation

Hlk ÑÅëÐ5

bins that cover the total range of all received samples. Based

Á is computed at H Þ¸Ñ,¼Ò

discrete frequencies via a length-H Þ¸Ñ,¼ DFT.

Hvk ÑÅë5

Here, a single peak in the spectrum « ¿  Á cannot be exptected due to estimation errors and the inaccuracy
of the model (30). Nevertheless, for

H B EÑ D  Ò

sufficiently large, a dominating peak should occur at  Î .

Details of the outlined implementation are described in [5], [37].
B. Estimation performance for different H

B ÑED  Ò

The outlined algorithm for the estimation of µK5 and 
eters:

H B ÑED  Ò
Hlk ÑÅëÐ5
Hlk ÑÅë!m
H ÞËÑ ¼



Ò is dependent on the following set of param-

:

length of pilot sequence

:

number of histogram bins used for the pilot sample value

:

number of histogram bins used for the key value

:

DFT length

The estimation accuracy also depends on the ±=²´³ , and on the

B
performance for different pilot length H ÑED  Ò

for ±=²[³

±=³ . In this paper, the estimation
is discussed for ±Y²[³  x ¦@ Ü^Ý Û@Û@Û â Ü^Ý . This range
Æ
Æ

covers the most interesting range of attack strengths for that SCS watermarking might be

Ó
H ÞËÑ¼ á¦@¢8Ô

useful. The

[5].

Ó

±=³ has been fixed to Ó ±=³  ¢éÚÜ^Ý and the remaining parameters are Hvk ÑÅë5  â ,
, and Hlk ÑÅëÐm  â . Experimental results that support this choice of parameters are given in
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The influence of the number H

B ÑED  Ò
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of received pilot elements is studied experimentally. For simplicity,

õµ 5 
¦ and no offset has been considered so that the estimator should ideally find 6

þ 

µK5  µ and

õ   Ò l . For the evaluation of the estimation performance, three different figures of merit have been

used:

ÅÐÖØ×

relative error of 6
õµ 5Õ

  Ò Õ Å 5ªQ%ÜÆÝXÞßR
Åá ¾ 
relative increase of bit-error probability Õ
relative error of 

ÅÐÖ ×

and

Å 5ÄQ%ÜÝ]Þ#R

5 x µ 5 Á ¶NÛ
µ 5
à E w ¿ õ µK  5 ÒØx Á ¶ z
E w T¸õ k x T¸k z
Û
T¸k
Ù




E Ú¿ µ õ

(34)

Æ

(35)

Æ

(36)

effectively measure the root of the mean squared estimation error relative to the exact

step size µ . These figures of merit have been chosen since not only the variance of estimation errors is

important, but also a possible biased estimate. The relative increase of the bit-error probability T|k for

uncoded binary SCS reception with estimated µ65 and 



Ò is given by Åá ¾ . It is sufficient to measure the

expected difference of the bit-error probability since imperfect estimates µ65 and 

the bit-error probability on average.

T¸k

  Ò

can only increase

of uncoded binary SCS is relatively high for the considered

±=²´³ s. However, many new parameters would have to be introduced for simulations with coded SCS
communication, which would make a fair comparison more difficult. Further, the increase of

T|k

can

be considered a good indicator for the effect of estimation errors on coded communication. The free
parameters can be optimized only for a certain range of different ±=²´³ s where here the focus is on

±=²´³ 

Åá ¾

x

â ÜyÝ to ±Y²[³ § Ü^Ý . In particular the relative increase of the uncoded error probability

shows a local minimum for a certain ±Y²[³ , since for large negative ±=²´³ s, the estimation accuracy

is decreased due to the strong noise, and for high ±Y²[³ s, the absolute decoding error is so low that any
decoding error increases the relative decoding error significantly.
In general, it is desired to make the pilot sequence as short as possible, however, very short pilot
sequences lead to an inaccurate PDF estimation, and thus to incorrect estimations of µK5 and 

  Ò .
B
ÅÐÖ ×
Fig. 19 shows the estimation performance for H ÑED  Ò £¢ â â / ¦@// , and ¢é// . Fig. 19.(a) depicts
Æ B Æ
ÅÐÖ × decreases monotonically
which describes the relative estimation error of µK5 . For H ÑED  Ò  ¢é// ,
with increasing ±=²´³ , and is lower than 1% for ±=²´³ Õ x ò ÜyÝ . Shorter pilot sequences lead to an
increased relative estimation error. However, for some ±=²´³ , robust estimation is no longer possible
at all. Lowering the ±=²[³

further introduces so much noise into the PDF estimation that the largest

component of the computed DFT spectrum appears at any random frequency index

æ

æ H ÞËÑ¼ x
- â

¦.
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Fig. 19. Estimation performance for different pilot lengths

For H

B ÑED  Ò

ô¢ â , this effect occurs for ±Y²[³læ

x

Sï ¡ ð $ (ñ




−5

ù
(d)

®¯ ,

ù

0

[  ]
,

5

 ¢¡ £ ©®óò ,  ¡ £Æ¤ 
® ò ).

B
¦Ü^Ý . For H ÑED  Ò  â / , a minimum ±=²´³ of about

Å 5ÄQ%ÜÝ]Þ#R which follows in general the behavior of ÅÐÖ × . The resulting
Åá
relative increase of the uncoded error rate ¾ is shown with linear and logarithmic axes in Fig. 19.(c) and
B
Åá
Fig. 19.(d), respectively. ¾ increases monotonically with decreasing pilot length H ÑED  Ò . Further, it can be
-5 Ü^Ý is required. Fig. 19.(b) depicts

observed again that for some low ±=²[³ the estimation algorithm starts to fail completely. Nevertheless,
it is quite promising that even for H

B ÑED  Ò

 â / , Åá ¾ is lower than 2% for all ±Y²[³

Ò x

â ÜyÝ .

C. Estimation Based on SS Pilot Sequences
So far, an estimation of the SCS receiver parameter µK5 based on a known SCS watermark has been

proposed. However, it is also possible to estimate the scale factor þ , and thus µK5 

þÀµ , with help of an

additive spread-spectrum (SS) pilot watermark. Here, we present an analysis of the estimation accuracy

ÅÐÖØ× , as defined in Sec. VI-B, when using SS pilot watermarks and compare the result with those for SCS

pilot watermarks.

 is a pseudoL
2

M
O
P
%
Q
R
LNMÄO P Q%R
Ä
noise sequence of length Hvô 
with zero mean ( õ Ê Ä²ö  = ) and power ¶  L2MO P Q%R õ çÊ Ä°ö ¶ .
Throughout this analysis, an IID host signal  and additive noise signal ÿ is assumed so that ÷y  ÷ and
We consider again the attack channel defined in (27). However, now, we assume that

H B ÑED  Ò
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, respectively.
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is known to the watermark receiver so that þ can be estimated from ü based on

the correlation ø õ between ü and  , that is

øõ

L É MÄO P Q%R

¦

H B ÑED  Ò çÊ



Ä

 2ö  Û

(37)

The unbiased estimate þ õ of þ derived from ø õ is derived as follows:
E wúù 

z

E w üõ

z

ö

E w@þ¿÷  Ç



LNÉ MO P Q%R

 Á:Çû  [
z  þ E w!÷

z

Ç E wN

L2É MO P Q%R

z

Çþ

ö


(38)

LNÉ MO P Q%R

þ
BH ¦ ÑED  Ò
BH ¦ ÑED  Ò
¿Pþ E w!÷ z Ç E wN z Á ö  Ç B
E wúù  z ö  
H ÑED  Ò Ê Ä ö ¶
Ê Ä
Ê Ä
L2MO P Q%R
2L É MO P Q%R
L2É MO P Q%R
þ E w ÷ z Ç E wc z É
þ
þ
ö  Ç H B ÑED  Ò
ö ¶  H B ÑED  Ò
ö  ¶  þ ¶
(39)

H B EÑ D  Ò
çÊ Ä
çÊ Ä
ý Ê þÐÄ ÿ
ÊÎ
ü
Ew õ z
þ 
(40)
¶
øõ
(41)
þõ 
¶
(41) describes the estimation rule for þ õ using the SS pilot watermark  that is known to the receiver.
B
Next, the variance of  õ dependent on the pilot length H ÑED  Ò is derived. For simplicity, we assume that the
host signal  and the attack noise ÿ are mean-free (E w!÷ °
z w , and E wc °
z w ) so that the variance of 


and  is given by _ ¶  E ÷ ¶ and ¶  E /¶ , respectively. The derivation of the variance Var w  õ z


is tedious but not difficult so that only the main steps are presented here:

þ ¶ _¶ Ç ¶
(42)
H B EÑ D  Ò ¶

þ ¶ _¶ Ç ¶
B EÑ D  Ò ¶
Var w ü õ z 
E üõ ¶  x E w ü õ z ¶ 
(43)
H
( ü
þÀ¶ _ ¶ Ç ¶
þ ¶ _ ¶ ¸ ¶ Ç ¶4¸ ¶
Var w ü õ z
B
Var w  õ z 
Var õ @ 
(44)


Û
¿ ¶ Á ¶
H ÑED  Ò ¶
H B ÑED  Ò
¶
We observe that Var w  õ z depends on the ±=²´³ via _ ¶ ¸ ¶ and on the Ó ±=³ via ¶4¸ ¶ . The term _ ¶ ¸ ¶
dominates for realistic Ó ±=³ s about 20 Ü^Ý and ±=²´³ðÕ x ¦@/ÜyÝ . Further, we observe that Var w  õ z

E üõ ¶ 

¿Pþ ¶ Á ¶ Ç



decreases with increasing pilot length H

B ÑED  Ò .

Fig. 20 compares the achieved estimation accuracy using SS pilot watermarks and SCS pilot watermarks for

H B EÑ D  Ò



B

¦@// and H ÑED  Ò  ¢é// . Note that the estimation accuracy

marks can be computed theoretically from Var w  õ

ÅÐÖØ× ,
 Ù

E Ú ¿ µK
õ 5

þÀµ

x

þÀµ»Á ¶cÛ


à

E w ¿ õ µ

z

þÀµ

ÅÐÖ ×

for SS pilot water-

via

x

þ8µ»Á ¶

z


à

E w8¿  õ

þ

x

þ8Á ¶

z


à

Var w  õ

þ

z
Û

(45)
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Fig. 20. Estimation performance for

results are averaged over 1000 simulations.

The results shown in Fig. 20 clearly demonstrate the superiority of the estimation algorithm based on
SCS pilot watermarks. The advantage of the SCS pilot watermarks stems from the reduced influence of
host-signal interference on the estimation accuracy.
VII. I NVERSE SCS
In some applications, it is desired to recover the original signal from the watermarked signal after
watermark reception. Examples are information hiding applications dealing with medical images [38],
or multiple watermark reception. In applications dealing with medical images, the goal is mainly to
recover the original signal with a minimum amount of distortion. In multiple watermark reception, the
interference of the first decoded watermark on other embedded watermarks should be minimized. For
this, the already decoded watermark is exploited to remove the corresponding embedding distortion as
much as possible.
Perfect recovery of the original signal might be impossible in many practical cases, e.g., attack noise
cannot be removed in general. However, in some cases it is sufficient to produce a signal that is closer
to the original signal than the received signal. In this section, ways to invert SCS watermarking are
discussed. In practice, the receiver sees an attacked watermarked signal. Here, a simple AWGN attack
is considered again. For completeness the noiseless case is discussed first. Throughout the section, it is
assumed that the transmitted sequence of watermark letters



and the correct key sequence ¤ are perfectly

known, e.g., correct decoding has been performed, which can be treated without loss of generality as
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and ¤
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. The effect of possible remaining bit errors after error correction decoding, and



thus imperfect knowledge of , is not investigated. However, it is obvious that for low bit-error rates
the influence of the incorrect inverse mapping applied to those samples with incorrectly received dither
samples  õ  on the overall quality improvement by inverse SCS is negligible.
A. Inverse SCS in the Noiseless Case
In the noiseless case, the watermark decoder receives the signal ü 

ý . In this case, the deterministic

embedding procedure can be inverted perfectly. With / from (12) the host signal y can be reconstructed
with the next valid SCS codebook entry

 ½  

Ö

(



x
µ

Ç & 2 1 @
+ ,/  0

by



   ½ 

x
¦

Ç & 2 1
+ /  0

Çµ

/

x 3

Û

(46)

(47)

The perfect invertibility of SCS is as well illustrated by the input-output characteristic of SCS embedding for 3 =8Û , , = , and & = shown in Fig. 3. The input-output characteristic of SCS embedding
is a strictly increasing function so that the inverse mapping in the noiseless case exists. This inverse mapping is obtained by mirroring the input-output characteristic of SCS embedding at that for the identity
mapping   

Ó4 .

B. Inverse SCS after AWGN Attack
Inversion of SCS watermarking after transmission over an AWGN channel is considered. Contrary to
the noiseless case, it is impossible to reconstruct ý from the received signal ü even with perfect knowledge
of



because the transmitted value Ó4 depends also on the original signal value   that is not known to

the receiver. Consequently, it is impossible to recover the host signal perfectly, however, one can at least
try to find an estimate



so that for the distortion holds 
Ó ¿%

Æ

 Á t ÓÈ¿'

Æ

üéÁ , where the MSE distortion

measure is adopted. In the following, it is assumed that the channel noise ¶ is smaller than or equal to
the noise variance ¶ ½

~  Ñ 6ë


for which the SCS watermark has been designed.

B.1 Estimation of the Original Signal
The minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) estimate  õ  of the original signal sample   should be
derived for each received sample   . IID signals are assumed so that the sample index
in the following. With help of the known key sequence sample

&

[

is suppressed

and known watermark letter  , the
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Á from the next valid SCS codebook entry   is given by
 qx 

 

(48)

Æ

For AWGN attacks, the most likely corresponding quantized original signal sample is   . Thus, the

MMSE estimate  õ is

õ ¿  
Æ

^Á


÷ Á¶ 
ÌÎ Í
 Eá  ¬  5 ® ¿  x Ã


 qx ÌÎ Í Eá ¬  5 ® ¿  qx
½
 "!
í$# » # » ®
 qx % ¿   ^Á





õ

Æ

x ÷àÁ ¶

% 
õ


(49)

Æ

Ö Ö

where   is no longer considered within the minimization, and % õ ¿   ^Á~9óI x
Á has to be chosen such
Æ
¶ Æ ¶

that the MSE Eá ¬  5 ® ¿  õ x ÷Á ¶  is minimized. Straightforward analysis shows that % õ ¿   ^Á has to be

Æ

computed by

% ¿   ^Á 
õ

Æ

 5
Eá  ¬ 

® w!÷ z x

&
'

 

&

í

vT _ ¿ Ø {ù

 x

  qx ^Á Ü

_ ¿ Ø {ù

Thus, to solve the estimation problem, the conditional PDF T

Û

(50)

  qx ^Á must be known. It is

 {ù
assumed that T _ ¿ Ø

  qx Á is independent from   , which is approximately valid for AWGN attacks

Æ
T _ ¿ Ø {ù

T _ ¿  {)

and an almost flat PDF T _ ¿%ÃÁ in the range of one quantization interval, e.g., fine quantization, so that
Ö Ö
% ¿   Á  % ¿(^Á . Thus, the random variable ) with support in I x
Á is introduced and the PDF
õ
õ

  ~x Á 

¶ Æ ¶

 ^Á is considered in the following.

First, Bayes’ rule is applied which yields

T _ ¿ Ø { )
Next, 
T *¿-) 

{ ÷ 

àÁ

 ^Á 

T _ ¿ à Á T+*¿,)
T+*¿-)

 { ÷  àÁ
 
Æ
 Á

æ0÷æ . Û

for /
x .

(51)

has to be computed. Due to the quantization involved in the embedding pro-

cedure, an elegant closed-form of T* ¿,) 

{ ÷ 

àÁ

does not exist. Another difficulty is the unlimited

support of the random variable ÷ . However, it turns out that, for ¶

accurate approximation is obtained by considering only u9óI x21

Ö tÖ
1

¶ Æ ¶

¶½
Á.

~  Ñ 6ë


and 0 = , a sufficiently

With this approximation, the assumption of white Gaussian attack noise 3 of power ¶ and the numeri-

 Á.
cal represenation of T+*¿({ ÀÁ , (51) can be evaluated, leading to a numerical represenation of T _ ¿  { )  ^
Applying these result to (50) yields the desired estimate % ¿(^Á . For illustration purpose, Fig. 21 depicts the
PDFs of ) and the resulting 4 õ for ±Y²[³

 ±Y²[³

~

õ
 Ñ6ë =

^Ü Ý .
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B.2 Achievable Distortion Reduction
Finally, the achieved distortion improvement is investigated. The improvement is measured in terms of
the difference between the Ó^][³ (document-to-attack power ratio) before (Ó^][³y5 ) and after (Ó_]´³  ) the
mapping, which is given by

Ó^]´³´Ñ ê B
Unfortunately, the result for ±Y²[³

B

Ó ]´³ 
 ^


x Ó^][³y5

±=²´³

~  Ñ 6ë


|¦@ÊÉ Ë/Í ÄTÎ

Ó ¿% ü/Á

Ó¿% Æ Æ  Á

Ü^Ý[Û

(52)

is rather disappointing with a maximal distortion

improvement of Ó^]´³´Ñ ê ½ êa`cb a8ÛÔ"Ü^Ý . This value has been obtained via simulations and numerical

evaluation of Eá  
¿  x ÷àÁ ¶ . Obviously, the optimal quantizer step size in SCS is such that, after

¬ 5µ®

õ

AWGN attacks, the watermark embedding distortion is no longer invertible. Fig. 22 depicts the same
result for the case of the SCS quantizer step size design for a noise power being 6 Ü^Ý above the given
channel noise power. In this case, the maximum distortion improvement is about 2.2 Ü^Ý . Although this
improvement might be of interest in practice, it is important to emphasize that such an improvement could
be obtained only for very mild channel conditions. Note that the dependency of Ó^][³´Ñ ê
due to the variable choice of µ

B

on the ±=²[³ is

depending on the ±=²´³ .

It has to be concluded that the inversion of SCS watermarking after AWGN attacks is practically impossible or at least inefficient. Nevertheless, the derived inverse SCS mapping might be useful. Suppose
the owner of a signal stores only the SCS watermarked version and erases the original. In this case, the
SCS watermark might be designed for strong robustness, that is, low ±=²[³ s. However, even without an
explicit attack, the watermarked signal is slightly distorted due to quantization, which might occur when
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storing the data. This quantization can be approximated by low-power noise. In such a scenario, the inverse scaling derived for the noiseless case might be not appropriate, but the MMSE estimation removes
a good deal of the distortion introduced by the SCS watermark, as demonstrated in Fig. 22.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

O UTLOOK

Information embedding into IID original data and an attack by AWGN has been investigated. The
decoder has no access to the original data. This scenario can be considered communication with sideinformation at the encoder for that a theoretical communication scheme has been derived by Costa in
1983. In this paper, a suboptimal practical version of Costa’s scheme has been studied. The new scheme
is named “scalar Costa scheme” (SCS) due to the involved scalar quantization during encoding and decoding. A performance comparison of different blind watermarking schemes shows that SCS outperforms
the related DM techniques for low ±Y²[³ s and performs significantly better than state-of-the-art blind SS
watermarking for the relevant range of ±=²´³ s. The latter result is mainly due to the independence of
SCS from the characteristics of the original signal. SCS combined with coded modulation achieves a rate
of 1 bit/element at ±Y²[³

Ò

äÀÛ ò Ü^Ý , which is within 1.6 Ü^Ý of the SCS capacity. For ±Y²[³ Ù ¦éÛ â Ü^Ý ,

SCS communication with rate 1/3 turbo coding achieves Ýì ³wæ

¦@Àíyî . For lower ±=²[³ s, SCS should be
combined with the spread-transform (ST) technique so that SCS operates effectively at a ±=²´³ Ù ¦éÛ â Ü^Ý .
Two further topics that are relevant for the usage of SCS in practical information hiding systems are

investigated. These are the robustness to amplitude scaling on the watermark channel and the removal
of watermark embedding distortion by authorized parties. Robustness against amplitude scaling can be
achieved via robust estimation of the proper SCS quantizer step size at the receiver as described in Sec. VI.
In Sec. VII, it is shown that the reduction of watermark embedding distortion is possible for low attack
noise.
The performance gap between SCS and ICS has to be bridged by constructing more complicated codebooks and by extending the embedding and detection rule to non-scalar operations. Research in this
direction has been started, e.g., by Chou et al. [18]. However, SCS might still remain an attractive
technique for many information embedding applications due to its simple structure and host signal independent design.
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